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charged electrons The physical properties of a
plasma are very different from those of an un
ionised gas In par+ieular a plasma has a high
electrical conductivity and can carry large
currents See also Nuclear Fusion
Plastics a broad term covering those substance^
which become plastic when subjected to in
creased tempe-atures or pressures The
Plastics Industry is based on synthetic organic
examples of this gioup There are two classev
Of plastics the thermoplastic which, become
plastic every time they are heated (e g cellu
lomc plastics) and thtrmowttina which undergo
chemical change when heated so that once set
they cannot be rendered plastic again (e j
BaLelite) Plastics ore composed of long
chained molecules e o polyethylene
Plataram a metal element symbol Pt It is a
scarce white metal generally allied with iridium
osmium ruthenium and palladium It can
only be melted in an oxyhydrogen or electric
furnace but can be i oiled out into a film like
sheet or drawn out to the finest wire being
resistant to acids it is termed a noble metal
Platonic Solids five regular solid figures known to
the ancient world They are the tetrahedron
(4 triangular faces) cube (6 square faces) octa
hedron (8 triangular faces) dodecahedron (12
five sided faces) icosahedron (20 triangular
faces) All the faces and angles of each solid
are identical
Plebeians were the ordinary citizens of Rome as
distinct from the patricians There was a long
struggle between the two orders for political
equality
Pleiades famous cluster of stars m the constel
latioa of Taurus Of the seven principal stars
m the group one is rather faint and many
myths have sprung up about this lost pleiad
Pleistocene the geological period that succeeded
the Pliocene During the Pleistocene also
known as the Great Ice Age there were four cold
periods when the ice sheets covered northern
Europe and N America, separated by warm
periods when the glaciers drew back into the
mountains ITrom recent studies based on rock
magnetic measurements the transition to
Pleistocene took place about 1850 000 years ago
Pliocene the geological period preceding the
Pleistocene and the last major division of the
Tertiary strata. It began about fifteen million
years ago See F44.
Plough Monday the first Monday after the Epiph
any when in olden tunes the rustic population
returned to work after the Christmas festmtiee
Plover wading birds widely distributed over
marshy places of Europe Several species occur
m Britain including the Golden plover which
breeds on the moors of Devon Somerset Wales
N E Yorkshire and Scotland and the Ringed
plover Kentish plover and Dotterel.
Pluto, the last planet to be discovered existence
established by C W Tombaugh at the Flagstaff
Observatory in Arizona to Jan. 1930 from
reckonings made by P Lowell in 1914 It is the
most distant of all the known planets dia
meter about 3 650 miles. Mean distance from
the sun estimated at 8 671 million miles
Plutonium, a chemical element symbol Pu
capable of nuclear fission in the same way as
Uranium 235 Not until after it had been
eynthesised In atomic piles during the second
world war waa it shown to occur in inflmtestai
ally tan«.i\ traces in nature Its synthesis in the
atomic pile depends on the capture by Uranium
238 nuclei of neutrons immediate product
of this reaction is the element neptunium, but
this undergoes rapid radioactive disintegration
to plutomum. Because of its explosive power
and poisonous character an American scientist
once remarked If ever there was an element
which deserved a name associated with hell it is
Plutonium.
Poet Laureate is the poet attached to the royal
household an office officially established in 1668
though Its origins go back to the early Middle
Ages when minstrels were employed at the
courts of English kings Chaucer Skelton and
Spenser though not court poets were all un
official poets laureate Ben Jonson has been
called the first official laureate (1616) but
the office was not officially recognised until
1668 when Dryden was formally granted the
 office It is customary for the poet laureate to
write verse in celebration of events of national
importance Cecil Day Lewis succeeded John
Hasefield as poet laureate m 1967
Pogrom. Euasian word meaning destruction
First used to describe the T<?anst attacks on the
Jews in 1881 in Eiisaa In 1018 Hitler ordered
a general pogrom m Gemnny all synagogues
were destroyed and nearly all Jewish shops and
homes Jewish hospitals and children s homes
suffered During the subsequent war Jews of
central Europe were systematically estermi
nated m cold blood by the Nazis.
Poitiers Battle o! was fought on Sept 19 1356
during the Hundred Years War when Edward
the Black Prince gamed a complete victory over
John King of France who was taken prisoner
and brought to London
Polecat an animal of a dark brown colour about
IS in in length exclusive of tan the ears and
face markings are white or light brown It is
carnivorous and belongs to the weasel family
Like the skunk it emits an offensive odour
Pole Star is of the second magnitude and the last
in the tail of the Little Bear constellation Be
ing near the North pole of the heavens—never
more than about one degref from due north—
it always remains visible in the Northern hemi
sphere hence its use as a guide to seamen
Police a regular fo-ce established for the preserva
tion of law and order and the prevention and
detection of crime The powers they have vary
from country to country and with the type ot
government the more civilised and democratic
the state the less police intervention Eng
land compared with countries abroad was slow
to develop a police force and It was not until
1829 that Sir Robert Peel s Metropolitan Police
Act established a regular force for the metro
polls later legislation establishing county and
borough forces maintained by local police
authorities throughout England and TVales
Up to that time police duties were discharged
by individual constables and watchmen ap
pointed by local areas in England and TV ales
"Under the Police Act 1964 the former 121
regular police forces in England and Wales have
been reduced by amalgamation to 47 In Scot
land there are 20 In England and "Wales the
forces are defined according to area of re^onsi
bility
 1	County forces   under a Police Com
mittee
 2	Borough forces   tinder Watch Com
mittees elected by the borough councils
 3	Combined forces covering more than one
county or borough under a body representing
the constituent areas
 4	The Metropolitan Police Force covering
a 16-mfles radius from Channg Gross under
the control of the Home Secretary
 5	The City of London force under a com
mittee of the Common Council
In Scotland there are county forces burgh
forces and combined forces The Metropolitan
Police with an establishment of about 25 000
are unaffected by the current changes Apart
from the amalgamation of police forces in the
interest of efficiency other reforms recently
Introduced include the centralisation of criminal
records the introduction of personal radios, and
the organisation of the neighbourhood beat
system under which officers in cars can patrol
their areas Central authority rests with the
Home Secretary hi England and Wales and the
Secretary of State for Scotland in Scotland
In Northern Ireland the police force is controlled
by an Inspector General who is responsible to
the NI Government (The security forces
in NI are under the control of the British
Army)
Pollution of the atmosphere ie due chiefly to the
incomplete combustion of fuels especially
coal, large particles of soot being deposited
fairly Quickly close to their place of origin
and smaller particles (including smoke) re
maining suspended in the air for a long time
Corrosion of exposed objects and damage to
buildings result from the production of sol
phunc acid The introduction of more* efficient
furnaces the washing of flue gases and the
introduction of smokeless zones have assisted

